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Abstract
Humans have a remarkable skill for voice-identity recognition: most of us can remember many
voices that surround us as ‘unique’. In this review, we explore the computational and neural
mechanisms which may support our ability to represent and recognise a unique voice-identity. We
examine the functional architecture of voice-sensitive regions in the superior temporal
gyrus/sulcus and bring together findings on how these regions may interact with each other, and
additional face-sensitive regions, to support voice-identity processing. We also contrast findings
from studies on neurotypicals and clinical populations which have examined the processing of
familiar and unfamiliar voices. Taken together, the findings suggest that representations of familiar
and unfamiliar voices might dissociate in the human brain. Such an observation does not fit well
with current models for voice-identity processing, which by-and-large assume a common
sequential analysis of the incoming voice signal, regardless of voice familiarity. We provide a
revised audio-visual integrative model of voice-identity processing which brings together
traditional and prototype models of identity processing. This revised model includes a mechanism
of how voice-identity representations are established and provides a novel framework for
understanding and examining the potential differences in familiar and unfamiliar voice processing
in the human brain.
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1. Introduction
The human voice offers an array of social information. For example, while we listen to
someone speak, we can deduce the content of the speech message, the manner in which it
is spoken, e.g. with humour or sadness, and the identity of the person who is speaking. In
this review, we concentrate on the remarkable ability of voice-identity recognition1.
Although it may appear effortless, recognising the identity of a voice is a significant feat for
the perceptual and cognitive system. Each voice we encounter holds the same perceptual
features as the next, acoustical properties that are determined by the glottal folds and the
vocal tract (Lavner et al., 2001, López et al., 2013). Thus, to represent a voice-identity in
memory, the brain is tasked with extracting and representing often subtle differences in
features across individuals (Belin et al., 2011). Furthermore, successful voice-identity
recognition also involves attributing meaning to the voice, e.g. retrieving semantic
knowledge about the person’s identity. In the pages that follow, we examine the
computational and neural processes which underpin our ability to recognise voices.

2. Voice-identity processing in the neurotypical brain
2.1.

Current models of voice-identity processing

2.1.1. Prototype model of voice-identity processing
Humans have developed a remarkable expertise for representing the often subtle
variations in voice properties across individuals: most of us can remember many of the
voices which surround us as unique (see Stevenage et al., 2012, Pernet et al., 2015, Goggin
et al., 1991, Mullennix et al., 2011, Perrachione et al., 2011 for factors which influence
voice memorability). How might the brain accomplish this feat? One potential solution is
that we might have different neurons which each dedicatedly represent, and respond only
to, one unique identity (Cutzu and Edelman, 1996, Quiroga et al., 2005). However, while
individual identities have been shown to elicit unique neural response patterns in the
brain (Kriegeskorte et al., 2007, Natu et al., 2010, Nestor et al., 2011, Vida et al., 2016),
evidence for such a discrete one-to-one neuron-to-identity mapping is lacking (Quiroga,
2017, Chang and Tsao, 2017, see Petkov and Vuong, 2013 for overview). A potentially
more parsimonious explanation has been proposed by a prototype model of voice-identity
processing (Lavner et al., 2001, see Rosch, 1973 for original conception of prototype
coding). Under this model (Figure 1), it is proposed that each voice we encounter is
represented in the brain in a multidimensional acoustical ‘voice-space’ (Latinus and Belin,
We use the term ‘voice-identity recognition’ to explicitly refer to the processes of recognising the
identity of familiar individuals by voice. We use ‘voice-identity processing’ as a more global term
which encompasses perceptual, e.g. voice discrimination, and recognition aspects.
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2011, Latinus et al., 2013, Andics et al., 2010, Petkov and Vuong, 2013). The dimensions of
the space encompass the range of perceptual features which are used to identify voices.
These features include, but are not limited to, the acoustic effects of the vocal tract length
(VTL) and the glottal-pulse rate (GPR) (for review see Mathias and von Kriegstein
(2014)2). At the centre of this voice-space lies the prototype voice. This prototype is likely
built up through our prior exposure with vocal identities. It may be considered to be an
average approximation of the voices we encounter or simply a “very common voice”
(Lavner et al., 2001). It is argued that this prototype voice functions as a perceptual ‘norm’
by which other voices are represented (Latinus et al., 2013, Lavner et al., 2001). Note that
prototype processing is also referred to as ‘norm-based coding’ in the literature (e.g. see
Yovel and Belin, 2013, Latinus et al., 2013).

Figure 1. A schematic representation of the prototype model of voice-identity processing adapted from Lavner and colleagues’ original conception of the model (Lavner et al. 2001). As a
first step, voice-identity features are extracted. These features are contrasted against a prototype,
i.e. average voice. Features which deviate from this prototype are selected. The deviating features
are then compared to stored voice reference patterns. The different outlines for the reference
patterns indicate that they are likely relatively unique for each vocal identity. An estimate of the
match between the selected deviating features and the stored reference patterns is then computed
(i.e. d, distance to reference pattern). If this distance between the incoming voice and the reference
pattern is lower than some perceptual threshold (Th), the analysed voice is deemed as belonging to
that stored reference pattern. At this stage the voice is recognised as previously encountered i.e. the
voice is recognised as familiar.

Although GPR and VTL are important features for recognition, other available voice features can
also support identity processing (Lavner et al., 2001, Sheffert et al., 2002, Remez et al., 1997).
Listeners can use a range of these cues; this may be one of the reasons why we can recognise
identity so robustly across different listening conditions when particular voice features may be
altered or unavailable (e.g. Van Lancker et al., 1985a,b, Sheffert et al., 2002, Remez et al., 1997). In
addition, there is evidence that listeners sensitivity to these various features can vary substantially
(see e.g. Lavner et al., 2001) and that certain features may be more important for recognising
particular voice-identities than others (e.g. Van Lancker et al., 1985a,b).
2
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Thus, rather than representing each voice-identity as an absolute value in voicespace, the perceptual system may represent a unique voice-identity in terms of its
deviation from the prototype voice (Lavner et al., 2001). These deviations may be stored
as unique ‘reference patterns’ for each identity. The more an encountered voice deviates
from this central voice, the easier it is to identify the unique reference pattern matching
with that voice-identity (Lavner et al., 2001). Reference patterns likely become more
robust with repeated exposure to the voice-identity. Potentially we may acquire multiple
prototypes, for example there is evidence that male and female voices may be represented
in terms of their sex-specific prototype voice (Latinus et al., 2013). Notably, the principles
of the prototype model have also been successfully applied in the visual domain; with
substantial evidence that face-identity is represented in this prototype manner (Leopold
et al., 2005, Leopold et al., 2001, Newell et al., 1999, Rhodes and Jaquet, 2011).
Support for the prototype model of voice-identity processing comes from several
complementary sources (Lavner et al., 2001, Fontaine et al., 2017, Stevenage et al., 2012,
Barsics and Brédart, 2012, Mullennix et al., 2011, Latinus et al., 2013, Latinus and Belin,
2011). Here we briefly discuss evidence from behavioural investigations, before turning to
the associated neural findings in Section 2.2. On a behavioural level, it has been shown that
voices rated as more distinctive are more robustly recognised than their more average
counterparts (e.g. Barsics and Brédart, 2012, Sørensen, 2012, Mullennix et al., 2011, for
recent review see Stevenage and Neil, 2014). For example, Mullennix et al. (2011)
presented listeners with previously learned average (labelled in the study as ‘hightypical’) or distinctive (‘low-typical’) voices, among a series of distractor voices which
were matched for averageness/distinctiveness level to the learned voices. The authors
noted that listeners showed higher false-alarm rates when recognising previously-learned
average, in comparison to distinctive voices. In other words, listeners were likely to
erroneously recognise newly-presented average voices as previously learned. This finding
fits well with a prototype model of voice-identity processing. As average voices (i.e. close
to prototype) are represented in the clustered centre of voice-space, confusion with
similar voices is likely. In contrast, voices which deviate from typicality, i.e. distinctive
voices, are represented further away from the centre in the more outer extremities of
voice-space. Consequently, these voices share fewer “near neighbours” and compete less
in memory with other voice-reference patterns (Stevenage and Neil, 2014, Lavner et al.,
2001). Furthermore, voice samples which emphasise speaker-specific deviations, i.e. vocal
caricatures, are more readily recognised as belonging to an identity than more veridical
voice samples (López et al., 2013). Additional compelling evidence for prototype
processing of voices also comes from voice-adaptation experiments, which have reported
perceptual aftereffects which are consistent with a prototype-based processing of voiceidentity (Latinus and Belin, 2011).
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2.1.2. Traditional models of voice-identity processing

Figure 2. A model of voice-identity processing - originally based on a seminal model of faceidentity processing proposed by Bruce and Young (1986). This model is adapted from several
previous versions outlined by Ellis et al. (1997), Belin et al. (2004), Blank et al. (2014a), Neuner and
Schweinberger (2000), and Roswandowitz et al. (2018a).

Traditional models of voice-identity processing conceive voice-identity processing
as a multistage sequential process (Ellis et al., 1997, Belin et al., 2004, Neuner and
Schweinberger, 2000, Roswandowitz et al., 2017, Roswandowitz et al., 2018a, for review
see Blank et al., 2014b) (Figure 2, left of figure). In the model above, the vertical arrows
(Figure 2, left of figure) denote the major processing pathways which are necessary for
voice-identity recognition to take place. Note that while this adapted model assumes a
sequential analysis of the voice signal, interactions between all stages of processing are
also proposed (denoted by bidirectional arrows; see also Belin et al., 2004).
Voice-identity processing is assumed to involve an initial stage of ‘structural
encoding or structural analysis’ of the voice, a process which is encompassed in the
perceptual analysis of voice-individuating features i.e. perceptual analysis voice-identity
(Figure 2, left of figure). It must necessarily include computations which extract the more
stable features of the voice, such as the mean fundamental frequency, i.e. GPR, from the
dynamic speech signal. Other features of the voice, which support speech and vocalemotion processing are also analysed at the perceptual level but are argued to be
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processed in partially distinct but interacting systems (Kreitewolf et al., 2014, von
Kriegstein et al., 2010). Here we denote these cross-system interactions with horizontal
bidirectional arrows. Note that previous models have assumed a general stage of
‘structural analysis’ which is common to identity, speech, and emotion processing (see e.g.
Belin et al., 2004, Bruce & Young, 1986). However, given that identity, affect, and speech
recognition rely on different features of the vocal signal, and that each process can be
selectively impaired (see e.g. Roswandowitz et al., 2017, Luzzi et al., 2017, Lang et al.,
2009, Roswandowitz et al., 2014), we have here separated these processes already at this
initial stage.
At the next stage, traditional models argue that voice-identity recognition (Figure 2,
left of figure) may be achieved via contrasting the incoming encoded voice percept with
voice representations stored in ‘voice recognition units’ (Ellis et al., 1997). Further
semantic processing (Figure 2, left of figure) of the voice e.g. retrieving the occupation of
the speaker is accomplished via access to a multimodal person identity node (PIN) (Bruce
and Young, 1986, Ellis et al., 1997), which either stores semantic information or is just a
connection node (Burton et al., 1990). This PIN may be accessed via the auditory and
visual system (Bruce and Young, 1986, Belin et al., 2004, Ellis et al., 1997, Neuner and
Schweinberger, 2000).

2.2. Neural mechanisms of voice-identity processing
2.2.1. Voice-sensitive regions in the superior temporal gyrus/sulcus
In an extension of a pioneering study by Belin et al. (2000), Pernet et al. (2015)
used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine brain responses in a large
group of participants (n = 218), as they passively listened to a series of vocal (speech and
non-speech, e.g. laughs, coughs, utterances) or non-vocal (e.g. sounds from animals or
musical instruments) sounds. The contrast between the two listening conditions, vocal
versus non-vocal, revealed responses along the bilateral temporal lobes with a focus on
the superior temporal gyrus/sulcus (STG/S), which were robustly seen for most
participants (94%). These responses were clustered around three peaks in the posterior,
middle, and anterior STG/S.
Increased responses to voices in STG/S have been consistently observed in studies
which have included a wide range of control auditory stimuli and task designs (Belin et al.,
2000, Belin et al., 2004, Fecteau et al., 2004, Belin et al., 2002, von Kriegstein et al., 2003,
von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004). These regions are commonly referred to as the
Temporal Voice Areas (TVAs; von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, Campanella and Belin,
2007) and are often referred to as being not only voice-sensitive (Roswandowitz et al.,
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2017, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004, Blank et al., 2014b, Schelinski et al., 2017), but
even selective for voices (Belin et al., 2000, Belin et al., 2004, Belin et al., 2002).

2.2.2. What regions may support voice-identity processing?
It has been suggested that there is a core-voice system (Roswandowitz et al., 2017,
Roswandowitz et al., 2018a, Roswandowitz et al., 2018b) which may function in an
interactive manner to support voice-identity processing (von Kriegstein and Giraud,
2004). This system includes auditory processing regions of Heschl’s gyrus (HG) and
planum temporale (PT) (Warren et al., 2006, Kreitewolf et al., 2014, von Kriegstein et al.,
2007, von Kriegstein et al., 2006b, Formisano et al., 2008, von Kriegstein et al., 2010), as
well as TVAs in the posterior, mid, and anterior STG/S, particularly in the right
hemisphere (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004, Belin and Zatorre, 2003, Pernet et al., 2015,
Warren et al., 2006) and probably also parts of the middle temporal gyrus/sulcus
(MTG/S) (von Kriegstein et al., 2003, Roswandowitz et al., 2017, Warren et al., 2006).
Voice-sensitive regions along the STG/S share both functional (von Kriegstein and Giraud,
2004) and structural (Blank et al., 2011) connections with one other. The amount of
responses in these regions during voice-identity recognition correlates with listeners’
voice-identity recognition abilities (Schelinski et al., 2016, Schall et al., 2015).
Regions within the core-voice system are thought to serve potentially different
functional roles in supporting voice-identity processing (see Table 1 for summary). The
HG, PT, and the posterior STG/S (pSTG/S) have been implicated in acoustical voiceidentity processing (Kreitewolf et al., 2014, von Kriegstein et al., 2007, von Kriegstein et
al., 2006b, Warren et al., 2006, von Kriegstein et al., 2010). There is evidence that the
analysis of acoustical voice-identity features is accomplished in HG for vocal pitch (i.e.
GPR) (von Kriegstein et al., 2010) and in the pSTG/S and PT for vocal timbre (i.e. VTL)
(von Kriegstein et al., 2007, von Kriegstein et al., 2006b, von Kriegstein et al., 2010). For
example, von Kriegstein et al. (2010) observed that anterolateral HG was more responsive
when listeners heard sequences of syllables in which speaker identity varied based on
pitch cues (i.e. GPR varied), compared to when speaker identity varied based on timbre
cues (i.e. VTL varied). Increased responses in the pSTG/S have been observed when
listeners were exposed to sequences of syllables in which the VTL of the speaker varied,
compared to sequences where the VTL was fixed. This pSTG/S sensitivity to variations in
VTL appeared to be relatively human voice specific, being strongest for variations in
human VTL, compared to similar variations in non-human voice stimuli such as the VTL of
frogs or the acoustic scale of musical instruments (von Kriegstein et al., 2007). Warren et
al. (2006) also noted involvement of the PT in acoustical voice-identity analysis, observing
sensitivity in this region (as well as pSTG/S) to changes in speaker identity and changes in
spectrotemporal properties which alter the saliency of voice-identity cues in the speech
signal.
7
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heard unfamiliar voices]
x
Speaker vs. speech recognition [briefly-heard unfamiliar voices vs.
personally familiar voices]
Personally familiar voices vs. unfamiliar voices [familiar/unfamiliar and
left/right auditory field judgement]
Famous vs. unfamiliar voices [Exp 1: familiar/unfamiliar judgement and x
name retrieval; Exp 2: familiar/unfamiliar judgement and
name/semantic info. retrieval]

x

x

x

x

x

x

Birkett et al. 2007
Bethmann et al. 2012
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x

Zäske et al. 2017

von Kriegstein and Giraud 2004
x

von Kriegstein et al. 2003

Latinus et al. 2013

Belin and Zatorre 2003

x

x

x
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Belin et al. 2002

von Kriegstein et al. 2010

Belin et al. 2000; Pernet et al. 2015
von Kriegstein et al. 2007; von Kriegstein et al., 2010
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x

Speaker vs. speech recognition [briefly-heard unfamiliar voices]

[Exp 3 (manipulated voices): passive listening]

[Exp 2 (natural voices): pure tone detection]

x

x

n.s. (trend)

x

x

x

Human VTL varied vs. human VTL fixed [Exp 1: speech and loudness
task]
Human VTL varied vs. human GPR varied [Exp 2: speech and speaker
identity task]
Human vocal non-speech vs. frequency scrambled human vocal nonspeech [passive listening]
Same voice ID, different syllable vs. different voice ID, same syllable
[passive listening: adaptation design]
Voice further vs. closer to prototype voice
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aSTG/S

mSTG/S

pSTG/S

aSTG/S
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Familiar

mSTG/S

Unfamiliar
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Left Hemisphere

pSTG/S

Right Hemisphere

Superior temporal gyrus/sulcus responses

Human vocal vs. non-vocal sounds [passive listening]
Human vocal (VTL varied vs. fixed) vs. non-human vocal and non-vocal
(VTL varied vs. fixed) sounds [listening and end of block detection]

Paradigm

x
x

Voice Stimuli

Table 1. Summary of fMRI studies reviewed in the current paper which focuses on responses in regions of the STG/S during unfamiliar and familiar voice-identity processing, in neurotypicals participants.

The pSTG/S may play a particular role in the processing of unfamiliar voices, i.e.
voices that have never been heard before or have only been recently encountered. In von
Kriegstein and Giraud (2004) we examined fMRI responses while participants performed
a speaker-, i.e. voice-identity, recognition task or a control speech-recognition task on the
same auditory stimuli. The auditory stimuli were voices of speakers who were either
personally known to the listeners, i.e. familiar acquaintances, or unfamiliar voices3.
Participants briefly listened to the unfamiliar voices before fMRI data acquisition. We
noted increased responses with a maximum in the right pSTG/S to unfamiliar, in
comparison to familiar voices during the voice-identity recognition task. This same
increased response profile was not observed for the control speech-recognition task (i.e.
there was a task x familiarity interaction). Zäske et al. (2017) experimentally familiarised
listeners with a series of voice-identities prior to scanning. Following learning,
participants identified whether presented voices were from the recently-familiarised
voice set or were novel, i.e. unfamiliar. Zäske and colleagues observed increased responses
in the pSTG/S to voices which were correctly classified as unfamiliar, compared to those
which were correctly classified as familiar (however see also Birkett et al. (2007)).
Arguably, responses which have been observed in the pSTG/S may reflect the increased
acoustical feature analysis which might be required when processing unfamiliar voices
(Kreiman and Sidtis, 2011, Sidtis and Kreiman, 2012). Such an interpretation is further
corroborated by evidence that people with autism spectrum disorder (ASD), who have
difficulties with voice-identity processing at a perceptual level (Schelinski et al., 2017, Lin
et al., 2016), also show atypical responses in the right pSTG/S when the task is to
recognise voice-identity (Schelinski et al., 2016, see Stevenage, 2018 for an overview of
voice processing in other clinical populations).
We define familiar voices as voices of speakers who the participant has had significant prolonged
exposure to either through social interactions (personal acquaintances) or media exposure (famous
speakers). Usually other attributes of the speaker are known as well (e.g. the face or semantic
attributes such as ‘BBC Woman’s Hour speaker’). In theory, familiarity with a speaker that is
equitable to personally known/famous voices might also be induced by an extensive experimental
training protocol. However, most current training paradigms are not equable to voice-identity
learning in the natural environment. We therefore refer to voices learned as part of an
experimental training protocol as recently-familiarised voices. We assume that a process of refining
a reference pattern for such voices is still in process. In contrast, we define unfamiliar voices as
voices that are unknown to the participant. In the case of unfamiliar voices, usually other attributes
of the speaker (e.g. their face or name) are also unknown to the participant. In theory, however, a
voice of a famous person whom one has encountered only via the visual modality can be unfamiliar
as well. Unfamiliar voices can be novel, i.e. heard for the first time by participants during
experimental testing (unfamiliar voices), or the participant has had limited exposure to them prior
to testing, without an explicit training protocol (briefly-heard unfamiliar voices).
3
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A later stage of voice-identity processing, i.e. voice-identity recognition, is assumed
to be supported by the mid to anterior regions of the STG/S, i.e. mSTG/S and aSTG/S,
respectively (Belin and Zatorre, 2003, Belin et al., 2002, von Kriegstein et al., 2003, Andics
et al., 2010). Studies which have explicitly contrasted responses in the STG/S during voiceidentity, in comparison to speech recognition, have typically observed not only the pSTG/S
responses, described in the preceding paragraph, but also increased response in the
anterior regions of STG/S and these aSTG/S responses seem to be particularly driven by
the task of voice identification (von Kriegstein et al., 2003, von Kriegstein and Giraud,
2004). Responses in mSTG/S regions have also been reported for contrasts of voiceidentity recognition tasks against speech-recognition tasks (see e.g. von Kriegstein and
Giraud, 2004, Blank et al., 2011).
Converging evidence from several studies provides compelling evidence that the
aSTG/S may play a prominent role in representing unique voice-identities (Belin and
Zatorre, 2003, Schelinski et al., 2016, Schall et al., 2015, Formisano et al., 2008, Andics et
al., 2010, Bethmann et al., 2012). For example, Belin and Zatorre (2003) noted that the
aSTG/S was sensitive to the identity of a voice across changes in speech utterances. There
were reduced responses in the aSTG/S, i.e. adaptation, when the same speaker was heard
uttering different syllables. In contrast, similar adaptation effects were not observed in
this region when the same syllable was uttered by different speakers. The presented
voices were unfamiliar to the listeners, at least prior to the fMRI task, and participants
were exposed to multiple utterances of the same speakers during scanning. Responses in
the aSTG/S have also been observed during voice-identity tasks in contrast to speech tasks
on the same stimulus material (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004, von Kriegstein et al.,
2003). This was the case both for unfamiliar voices which the listener had briefly-heard
prior to testing and personally familiar voices (von Kriegstein and Giraud 2004). The two
studies also indicated that while the pSTG/S is responsive to spectrotemporally complex
sounds independent of task, this is not the case for the aSTG/S (von Kriegstein and Giraud,
2004, von Kriegstein et al., 2003).
Bethmann et al. (2012) found that subjectively familiar voices (i.e. famous voices
which the listeners identified as familiar to them upon listening, independent of whether
they were famous or not) elicited stronger responses in the anterior regions of the
temporal lobe, in contrast to subjectively unfamiliar voices (i.e. voices, including famous
voices, which the listener identified as unfamiliar to them). In addition, the authors also
observed increased recruitment of posterior regions of the STG/S for subjectively familiar
voices. The authors argue that subjectively familiar voices may modulate responses in this
region in a top-down manner. This result is contrary to the findings of von Kriegstein and
Giraud (2004). von Kriegstein and Giraud (2004) argued that the pSTG/S may be more
involved in the perceptual analysis of voices, because they showed increased responses in
this region during the recognition of briefly-heard unfamiliar, compared to familiar voice10

identities (see Zäske et al. 2017 for similar findings). This discrepancy might be dependent
on the different task designs used. While in von Kriegstein and Giraud (2004) the task was
matched for the familiar and unfamiliar voices in complexity (i.e. detect target voice
amongst distractors), this was not the case for the Bethmann study. Here participants
were asked to judge whether the voice was from a familiar speaker or not and in case of
familiarity retrieve the name or other semantic information. This means that to perform
the task, participants had to identify the particular voice-identity only for the subjectively
familiar voices, but not for the subjectively unfamiliar voices.
Could the mSTG/S play a potentially facilitative role in connecting the perceptual
analysis of voices in pSTG/S, with representations of unique voice-identities which may be
housed in the anterior STG/S? There is some evidence to suggest this may be so. The
mSTG/S shares functional connections with anterior and posterior regions of the STG/S
during the processing of voice-identity (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004) and there are
also direct structural connections between these regions (Blank et al., 2011). In addition,
the region might serve an intermediate computational step between perceptual analysis
and identity recognition: In a recent study, Latinus and colleagues presented listeners with
a series of unfamiliar voice samples which were altered to deviate in a linear fashion from
a prototype voice (Latinus et al., 2013). Prototype voices were constructed by averaging
many same sex voices, in a 3-dimensional voice-space which included voice-identity
features of GPR (i.e. fundamental frequency), formant dispersion (i.e. the average
frequency difference between formants, related to VTL), and harmonics-to-noise ratio (a
measure of spectrotemporal regularity). The authors observed that voices which were
manipulated to deviate more from their sex-specific prototype induced higher responses
in the mSTG/S than those which were closer to their prototype (Experiment 1 and 3). In
accordance with a prototype model of voice-identity processing, these deviating voices
were also rated as more distinctive by listeners (Experiment 1). This might suggest that
the mSTG/S may be engaged in a pivotal intermediate computational step between the
processing of unique acoustical features of the voice in more posterior regions of the
temporal lobe and potential identity recognition in the aSTG/S. Though, it is important to
note that the mSTG/S did not appear to be sensitive to the degree to which natural, i.e. not
manipulated, voices deviated from the prototype voice. Rather, listening to voices which
naturally deviated more from their sex specific prototype (calculated by the authors via
distance-to-mean to the sex-specific prototype voice of the stimulus set) induced
increased responses in posterior and anterior regions of the STG/S (Experiment 2). Why
this discrepancy between the different experiments of that study occurred is unclear. One
tentative explanation could be that while the natural voices might have been far away
from the prototype in terms of acoustic features, they may not have been subjectively
perceived as such. Listeners in that experiment did not subjectively rate the
distinctiveness of the natural voices. Therefore, it is still an open question as to whether
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there is a relationship between the perceived distinctiveness of naturally occurring voices
and responses in the voice-sensitive mSTG/S.

2.2.3. The time course of voice-identity processing
Electroencephalography (EEG) and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies
provide critical evidence concerning the time-courses of responses in the brain during
voice-identity processing. Studies which have examined time-sensitive neural responses
to voices, have reported evidence which may potentially support sequential stages of
voice-identity processing (see Figure 1 and 2). For example, early voice-sensitive
responses have been observed during the processing of vocal versus non-vocal sounds
(~164 ms see Charest et al., 2009, ~150 ms see Capilla et al., 2013). These early
responses have been localised to mid TVAs (Capilla et al., 2013). In contrast, familiarity
processing (~200 ms Beauchemin et al., 2006, ~250 ms Schweinberger et al., 2011b) and
the recognition of identity across novel speech utterances, (~290-370 ms Zäske et al.,
2014) has been associated with later responses. The location of these later responses have
been attributed to temporal electrode sites, however a more exact source localisation is
lacking (Zäske et al., 2014, Schweinberger, 2001, Schweinberger et al., 2011b). One study,
reported by Schall et al. (2015), has examined the time course of responses in discrete
voice-sensitive regions (i.e. along posterior, mid, and anterior regions of the STG/S). Schall
et al. (2015) familiarised participants via a series of training rounds with the voices and
faces/occupation information of six unfamiliar male speakers. Following training, listeners
were asked to recognise the identity of the recently-familiarised voices, or to recognise the
content of their speech utterances, i.e. a similar design to the previously reported fMRI
studies (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004, von Kriegstein et al., 2003). Schall et al. (2015)
observed that participants who were more accurate at recognising voice-identities, also
showed comparably higher aSTG/S activity at around 200 ms after voice onset; during the
voice, compared to the speech recognition task. Interestingly, at this same time point the
authors also noted activity in the pSTG/S, suggesting that responses in these regions may
follow a similar time course. However, pSTG/S activity for the voice, in comparison to the
speech, recognition task did not correlate with behavioural performance.

2.2.4. Voice-identity processing: Interactions with the extended system
The core-voice system is assumed to connect with an extended system. Potential brain
candidates for the extended system include supra-modal regions encompassing the
precuneus/posterior cingulate, amygdala, inferior frontal gyrus and aTL, including the
temporal pole (Shah et al., 2001, Gainotti, 2015, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, Andics et
al., 2010, for review see Blank et al., 2014b). Reponses in these regions are often observed
during voice processing. For example, when contrasting brain responses for vocal sounds
versus non-vocal sounds, Pernet and colleagues observed that besides the TVAs, extra-
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temporal regions including the bilateral inferior prefrontal cortex and amygdalae showed
voice-sensitivity (Pernet et al., 2015). The voice area localiser used in Pernet et al. also
includes voices with emotional prosody, so it is unclear what aspects of voices lead to
responses in these extra-temporal regions. von Kriegstein et al. (2005) also noted that
regions of the extended system were particularly engaged during the processing of
familiar (personal acquaintances), in comparison with unfamiliar, voice identities,
observing increased responses in the bilateral temporo-occipito-parietal, medial
parietal/retrosplenial and anterior inferior temporal regions.
It is proposed that access to the extended system allows for a processing of the voice
beyond a feeling of familiarity, allowing for further ‘meaning’ to be attributed to the voice.
This semantic processing (Ellis et al., 1997, Roswandowitz et al., 2018a, Bruce and Young,
1986, Neuner and Schweinberger, 2000) can involve, for instance, the recall of multimodal information characterising the person’s identity such as the person’s occupation or
deducing where the voice was previously encountered. In traditional person-identity
recognition models these processes are attributed to the PIN (see Section 2.1.2.). The
existence of such a PIN remains debatable, potential candidates may include the aTL (for
recent review see Blank et al., 2014b). Other roles of the extended system can be for
example to evaluate one’s relationship or feelings towards the identity (for a review on the
extended system in face processing see Haxby et al., 2000).

3. Voice-identity processing deficits: Phonagnosia
3.1.

Acquired phonagnosia: Behavioural evidence

Our understanding of the neural processes involved in voice-identity processing
has also been informed through the study of phonagnosia. Phonagnosia refers to a deficit
in processing identity information from the voice alone (Van Lancker and Canter, 1982).
Assal et al. (1976) reported first evidence for the existence of the disorder following brain
insult. The authors reported several patients with brain lesions who performed
significantly worse than healthy controls when discriminating between unfamiliar voices
(i.e. apperceptive phonagnosia). In 1987, Van Lancker and Kreiman were the first to show
that the recognition of familiar voices can be impaired in brain-lesion patients (i.e.
associative phonagnosia).
One might assume that the ability to recognise a voice as familiar is grounded on
the more fundamental ability to distinguish between unfamiliar voice-identities.
Interestingly, dissociation between voice-identity processing for unfamiliar and familiar
voices has been reported in the literature (Assal et al., 1981, Van Lancker and Kreiman,
1987, Van Lancker et al., 1988, Van Lancker et al., 1989). Unfamiliar voice-identity
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processing in the lesion literature has been typically assessed using voice-discrimination
tasks. Here, listeners are presented with two sentences from unfamiliar speakers they
have not previously encountered and are asked to judge whether the sentences are
spoken by the same speaker, or not. Familiar voice-identity recognition, on the other hand,
has been examined with both famous and personally familiar voices. In such tasks,
participants are asked to judge the familiarity of the voice and/or to associate semantic
information to the voice-identity e.g. recalling the name or associated face-identity (see
Roswandowitz et al., 2018a for detailed overview of the test designs used in the study of
phonagnosia). Group and case studies have observed evidence for brain-lesioned patients
with impaired unfamiliar voice-identity discrimination and intact familiar voice-identity
recognition and vice versa (Van Lancker and Kreiman, 1987; Van Lancker et al., 1988; Van
Lancker et al., 1989, Luzzi et al. 2017). Such findings potentially suggest that the cognitive
mechanisms underlying familiar and unfamiliar voice processing may be somewhat
distinct (see Section 5. for further discussion). This might be because the representations
of the voices with different familiarity are distinct or/and because the recognition of
unfamiliar and familiar voices may require different task-related mechanisms. It is
important to consider the differences in the tasks used to investigate unfamiliar and
familiar voice-identity processing (i.e. discrimination tasks for unfamiliar voices and
familiarity judgement and/or semantic association for familiar voices). If familiar and
unfamiliar voice-identity processing reflect truly dissociable processes, one would predict
differences in their processing even if they were tested with the same task design (e.g. see
fMRI study on neurotypical participants in von Kriegstein et al. 2004, Section 2.2.2).

3.2.

Acquired phonagnosia: Lesion location and behavioural specificity

Which brain structures have been associated with impaired voice-identity
processing? The first studies on acquired phonagnosia provided no information about
precise lesion locations. Rather they indicated that right, in contrast to left, hemispheric
lesions can be associated with a deficit in unfamiliar voice-identity discrimination (Assal
et al., 1976, Assal et al., 1981) and familiar voice-identity recognition (Van Lancker and
Canter, 1982). Later studies provided evidence for an association between temporal as
well as parietal lobe lesions and impaired voice-identity processing (Van Lancker et al.,
1988, Roswandowitz et al., 2018b, Van Lancker et al., 1989).
Lesions in the bilateral temporal lobe (i.e. including anterior, mid, and posterior
regions) have been associated with impaired discrimination abilities of unfamiliar voices
(Van Lancker et al., 1988, Van Lancker et al., 1989). In contrast, lesions in the right inferior
parietal lobe have been linked to impaired familiar voice-identity recognition (i.e.
associating a face and name to a voice) (Van Lancker et al., 1988; Van Lancker et al., 1989;
for summary of lesion locations in phonagnosia see Roswandowitz et al. 2018a). Van
Lancker et al. (1989) observed that in 16 patients with impaired familiar voice-identity
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recognition and available CT scans, 9 of these patients had a right parietal lobe lesion.
However, for the additional 7 patients the lesion location was unreported. This finding of
the importance of the right inferior parietal lobe for voice-identity recognition is
surprising given that the neuroimaging literature has typically emphasised the
involvement of the right temporal lobe in this process (see Section 2.2.). In a recent study
using voxel-based lesion-behaviour mapping we addressed this discrepancy
(Roswandowitz et al., 2018b). We found that lesions in the right posterior temporal lobe
were associated with impaired voice-identity recognition (particularly for recently
familiarised voice-identities). The lesion-behaviour association was independent of faceidentity processing and discriminating between acoustical voice-identity features (VTL,
GPR) suggesting a key role of the temporal lobe in selective voice-identity recognition. In
contrast, lesions in the right inferior parietal lobe were linked to deficient voice-identity
recognition only when voices were learned together with a face.
Recently, Luzzi et al. (2017) reported the first case of a selective familiar voiceidentity recognition deficit (famous and personally familiar voices) following damage to
the right aTL (as well as the right lenticular and caudate nuclei). The lesion in the case of
MM involved the anterior right middle temporal gyrus, near the temporal pole. The lesion
location was at the lateral surface of the aTL and seemed to overlap with the aSTG/S brain
responses which have been observed with fMRI and MEG during voice-identity
recognition in the neurotypical population (see Section 2.2.). MM’s unfamiliar voiceidentity discrimination was intact, likely owing to the intact posterior TVA regions which
might be recruited for perceptual processing of unfamiliar and recently-familiarised
voices (see Section 2.2.2.). MM also showed spared recognition of identity from the face.
This is noteworthy, as most patients with aTL lesions have a multimodal person-identity
recognition deficit, i.e. impairment in person recognition by voice, face, and name
(Hailstone et al., 2010, Hailstone et al., 2011, Gainotti et al., 2003, Gainotti et al., 2008).
These multimodal deficits might be caused by lesions to part of the extended system
located in the aTL (von Kriegstein and Giraud 2006) or to a common lesion to both
unimodal voice and face processing regions found in the aTL (Yang et al., 2016, Perrodin et
al., 2012, Rajimehra et al., 2009, Collins and Olson, 2014).
Cases like MM highlight that phonagnosia can be observed in the absence of other
person-recognition disorders such as prosopagnosia (see also Neuner and Schweinberger,
2000). Prosopagnosia, a visual homologue to phonagnosia, refers to a condition first
documented by Bodamer (1947) in which patients display a distinct deficit in recognising
identity from the face, while other visual abilities remain intact. Like phonagnosia, a
developmental variant of the disorder has been reported (Lee et al., 2010, McConachie,
1976, Duchaine and Nakayama, 2005, Susilo and Duchaine, 2013). In addition, other
aspects of auditory processing including language and music abilities also remained
unaffected in the case of MM. A group study, which specifically examined the relation
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between voice-identity and speech processing, found that aphasia in patients with left
hemispheric lesions was unrelated to performance in a familiar voice-identity recognition
task (Lang et al., 2009). These case and group studies indicate that voice-identity
processing can reflect a unique cognitive ability, which can be selectively impaired (see
Roswandowitz et al. 2018a, for review), an assumption that is central to traditional
models of person recognition (see Figure 2).

3.3.

Developmental phonagnosia: Behavioural evidence

Several studies have shown that phonagnosia can also occur as a developmental
disorder, i.e. without apparent brain lesion (Garrido et al., 2009, Roswandowitz et al.,
2014, Herald et al., 2014). The term ‘congenital phonagnosia’ is also used within the
literature. Though, it is important to consider that this term assumes that the disorder has
been present from birth. While it may be possible that phonagnosia may have a heritable
component, currently the precise aetiology and onset of the disorder remains unclear.
To date, four behaviourally characterised cases and one anecdotal case of
developmental phonagnosia have been documented (Garrido et al., 2009, Roswandowitz
et al., 2014, Herald et al., 2014, Xu et al., 2015). Prevalence estimates suggested that
anywhere within the range of 0.2 % (Roswandowitz et al., 2014) to 1 % (Xu et al., 2015),
or even as high as 3.2 % (Shilowich and Biederman, 2016), of the population may be
affected. This range in prevalence estimates might depend on how developmental
phonagnosia is defined. For example, Roswandowitz et al. (2014) diagnostic criteria for
phonagnosia encompassed the exclusion of any coinciding face, speech, or general auditory
processing deficits. Higher prevalence estimates may be observed with less restrictive
diagnostic criteria. For example, people in the autism spectrum often have voice-identity
processing deficits (e.g. see Schelinski et al., 2017, Schelinski et al., 2016) and if there is no
screening for this or other developmental disorders, higher prevalence estimates for
voice-identity processing difficulties may be observed. Taken as a whole, the reported case
studies have demonstrated that developmental phonagnosia can present in the absence of
brain insult as a selective, modality specific, deficit in voice-identity processing4. The
potential neural mechanisms of phonagnosia have been examined in three of the four
reported developmental cases (Xu et al., 2015, Roswandowitz et al., 2017), these findings
are reviewed below.

Note that not all reported case studies have included control tests to examine the specificity of the
disorder. For a detailed review of all control tests (and results) used in each of the case reports see
Roswandowitz et al. (2018a).
4
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3.4.

Developmental phonagnosia: Neuroimaging investigations

Xu and colleagues reported on the case of AN, a 20-year-old female student who
presented with a marked impairment in familiar voice-identity recognition (Herald et al.,
2014, Xu et al., 2015). AN had normal face-identity recognition performance. Other
assessments examining the specificity of her voice-identity recognition deficit in the
auditory domain (e.g. speech or emotion processing) were not reported. Using fMRI, the
authors examined responses in the bilateral TVAs as AN passively listened to a series of
vocal, in contrast to non-vocal, sounds (same design as used in Belin et al., 2000, Pernet et
al., 2015). This contrast revealed typical responses in the TVAs in AN. In a following fMRI
experiment, aimed at targeting familiar voice-identity processing, AN and her controls
were instructed to imagine a series of famous voices and non-voice sounds. Imagery trials
were cued by a visually presented picture of a famous face and name or a non-human
object and name combination. AN had reduced responses in the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex (vmPFC), left precuneus, and left cuneus during voice, in contrast to non-voice,
imagery. This finding led the authors to propose that altered function of the vmPFC,
possibly driven by impaired fibre connections conveying voice information from the aTL
to the vmPFC, may underpin AN’s voice-identity recognition deficit. However, a
connectivity analysis was not conducted to support this assumption. A meta-analysis of
neuroimaging studies on person recognition has shown vmPFC involvement in
multimodal famous person-identity processing (i.e., voice, face, and name), but not in
identity processing of recently familiarised or personally familiar identities (Blank et al.,
2014b). Therefore, it is unlikely that atypical responses in the vmPFC may fully explain
AN’s voice-identity processing deficit for both personally familiar and famous voices. In
our view, reduced vmPFC responses could potentially be associated with AN’s inability to
imagine celebrities’ voices, rather than being causal in her voice-identity recognition
impairment (for discussion also see Roswandowitz et al., 2017).
Using fMRI, we examined two behaviourally well characterised cases of
developmental phonagnosia- AS and SP (Roswandowitz et al., 2017). AS was a 32-year-old
female, who showed a perceptual deficit in voice-identity processing (i.e. apperceptive
phonagnosia, Lissauer, 1890, De Renzi et al., 1991, Roswandowitz et al., 2014). AS
performed poorly on recognition of recently familiarised voices and on discrimination
tasks with unfamiliar voices. However, she did not have severe problems in associating
semantic information in the rare cases where she recognised a voice as familiar. In
contrast to AS, SP, a 32-year old male, had intact perceptual analysis of voice-identity
features (i.e. unimpaired discrimination of unfamiliar speakers’ voices). Rather, SP showed
a recognition impairment which was associated with a deficit in linking the voice percept
with stored semantic information (i.e. associative phonagnosia, Warrington, 1975,
Roswandowitz et al., 2014, Warrington and Shallice, 1984). We performed two fMRI
experiments on AS and SP that had been repeatedly shown to elicit voice-sensitive
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responses in neurotypicals: 1. A vocal vs. non-vocal sound experiment (same experiment
as Belin et al. 2000) and 2. A voice-identity vs. speech-recognition experiment (similar
design as von Kriegstein et al. 2003, Schelinski et al. 2016). Relative to controls, AS had
reduced responses in regions of the core-voice system in each experiment. These regions
included HG (Experiments 1 and 2) and PT (Experiment 2, HG and PT cluster of
Experiment 2 extended to the right pSTG/S). This dysfunction in core-voice regions might
explain AS perceptual difficulties with voice-identity recognition. SP, on the other hand,
showed typical or even higher responses in the core-voice system in comparison to
controls (Experiments 1 and 2). He had, however, reduced connectivity between the corevoice and extended system (Experiment 2). This may explain SP’s impairment in linking
voices with stored semantic information. Thus, the neuroimaging profiles of AS and SP’s fit
well with the nature of their respective voice-identity processing deficits (see
Roswandowitz et al., 2018a for overview of core-voice and extended system in
developmental phonagnosia subtypes).

4. Cross-modal interactions in voice-identity processing
4.1.

Face-voice interactions in the neurotypical brain

Although most of us can recognise identity from the voice alone, in our everyday
interactions voices are rarely heard in isolation. Rather, our typical communication
scenarios are often face to face, where we are exposed to both the voice and the face of the
speaker. These two cues, voice and face, convey concordant information to support
identity processing (Smith et al., 2016a, Kamachi et al., 2003, Smith et al., 2016b,
Ghazanfar et al., 2007). Both identity cues have also been shown to be represented in a
similar manner in the neurotypical brain (Latinus and Belin, 2011, Valentine, 1991, Zäske
et al., 2010, Leopold et al., 2005, for review see Yovel and Belin, 2013).
There is evidence that when presented together the face and voice interact to
support voice-identity processing (Robertson and Schweinberger, 2010, Schweinberger et
al., 2011a, Zäske et al., 2015, O'Mahony and Newell, 2012). For example, Schweinberger et
al. (2007) noted that listeners were faster at judging whether a voice was from a familiar
(voices of lecturers who were personally familiar to listeners) or unfamiliar speaker when
the voice was presented with its corresponding (i.e. identity matched), in comparison to
non-corresponding, time-synchronised facial identity. This behavioural benefit on voiceidentity recognition was strongest for familiar voices, implying that previously established
multimodal representations shape these audio-visual interactions.
Intriguingly, there is ample evidence that these audio-visual interactions in voiceidentity recognition also persist when concurrent visual information is unavailable
(Schelinski et al., 2014, Schall et al., 2013, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, von Kriegstein
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et al., 2008, von Kriegstein, 2012). For example, listeners are more accurate at recognising
the identity of a speaker by voice alone, when they have been previously familiarised with
the speaker’s corresponding facial identity (e.g. von Kriegstein et al., 2008). This effect
emerges rather rapidly following approximately two minutes of audio-visual experience
with the speaker’s identity (von Kriegstein et al., 2008, Schall et al., 2013, Schelinski et al.,
2014). Studies observing this behavioural enhancement have employed a number of
control learning conditions, including familiarising listeners with the speaker by voice
alone (Sheffert and Olson, 2004) or in conjunction with other visual input including the
name (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006) or an image depicting the occupation of the
speaker (Schelinski et al., 2014, von Kriegstein et al., 2008, Schall et al., 2013). Across
these manipulations voice-identity recognition remained superior for speakers who had
been learned in conjunction with their facial identity (for review see von Kriegstein,
2012). This behavioural enhancement is termed the “face-benefit” (von Kriegstein et al.,
2008).
While several studies have observed the face-benefit on voice-identity recognition,
there is also evidence that voice-identity recognition can be impaired by the presence of a
face during learning. It is argued that the saliency of the face may interfere with the ability
to attend to the voice-identity, an effect termed ‘face-overshadowing’ (FOE; Cook and
Wilding, 1997, Cook and Wilding, 2001). The FOE appears to be mediated by the degree of
exposure to the audio-visual identity. For example, while Cook and Wilding (1997, 2001)
noted that the presence of a face interfered with voice-identity recognition for speakers
heard uttering a single 15 syllable sentence, this effect was absent when three utterances
were heard. Subsequent studies have also demonstrated that the FOE can be mitigated
over time (e.g. Zäske et al., 2015). These findings are in line with natural day-to-day
interactions, where repeated audio-visual interactions with others are typical. Indeed,
there is evidence that these audio-visual interactions may be one of the reasons we
recognise personally familiar voices with such ease (see section 4.2. for further
discussion).
Converging evidence from fMRI and MEG studies have demonstrated that the facebenefit for voice-identity recognition is supported by responses in the fusiform face area
(FFA) (Schall et al., 2013, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, von Kriegstein et al., 2008). The
FFA is a visual face-sensitive region (Kanwisher et al., 1997) in the fusiform gyrus which is
engaged in the processing of face-identity and facial-form cues (Grill-Spector et al., 2004,
Liu et al., 2010, Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006, Axelrod and Yovel, 2015, Andrews and
Ewbank, 2004, Weibert and Andrews, 2015, Ewbank and Andrews, 2008, Xu et al., 2009,
Eger et al., 2004). Functional connectivity and direct structural connections between the
FFA and voice-sensitive regions in anterior and middle STG/S have been reported (Schall
and von Kriegstein, 2014, von Kriegstein et al., 2005, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006,
Blank et al., 2011) and FFA responses to voices are elicited early after voice onset (i.e. 110
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ms Schall et al., 2013). The direct connections likely facilitate communication between the
voice-sensitive and face-sensitive regions, which has been shown to occur during the
auditory-only recognition of speakers known by face (Schall and von Kriegstein, 2014, von
Kriegstein et al., 2005).
There is also evidence that additional regions of the core-face processing network
(Haxby et al., 2000, Haxby et al., 2002) show sensitivity to vocal input (Blank et al., 2015).
These additional regions include the occipital face area (OFA), and the anterior temporal
lobe face area (aTL-FA). The OFA is a region which is argued to be involved in the early
perception of facial structure (Duchaine and Yovel, 2015, Pitcher et al., 2011, Haxby et al.,
2000, Gauthier et al., 2000), complementing later stages of identity processing in the FFA
and aTL-FA. In conjunction with the FFA, the aTL-FA has been shown to be sensitive to
face-identity and may be involved in the final, potentially more abstract, stages of faceidentity recognition (for recent reviews see Duchaine and Yovel, 2015, Collins and Olson,
2014). To examine the potential role of these regions in supporting voice processing,
Blank et al. (2015) employed a voice-face priming paradigm. They familiarised their
participants with a series of speakers, via voice and face. During fMRI data acquisition,
they presented the recently-familiarised voices followed by morphed faces that matched
or mismatched with respect to identity or physical properties. The authors noted that the
OFA represented information about both the physical properties and identity of the voice,
the FFA represented identity, and the aTL-FA represented identity information to a higher
extent than information about physical properties of the voice. Functional connections
between the FFA and mid and anterior STG/S voice-sensitive regions were also observed,
indicating that the FFA might be the key entry region for sharing of voice and face
information during an identity recognition task. Taken together, these findings suggest
interactions, at multiple levels, between the voice- and face-processing systems.

4.2.

Face-voice interactions in familiar voice-identity recognition

Cross-modal interactions may support the recognition of familiar voices. Indeed,
responses in the FFA have also been reported during the auditory-only recognition of
speakers who are personally familiar to the listener, i.e. where audio-visual face-to-face
communication is typical (von Kriegstein et al., 2005, von Kriegstein et al., 2006a). The
influence of face information on voice-identity recognition is also supported by evidence
that familiar voice-identity recognition is often poorer in individuals with developmental
prosopagnosia, relative to their neurotypical controls (von Kriegstein et al., 2006a, Jones
and Tranel, 2001, see Maguinness and von Kriegstein, 2017 for recent review).
Developmental prosopagnosics show a selective impairment in voice-identity recognition
for visually familiar speakers, i.e. speakers known by face (Jones and Tranel, 2001, von
Kriegstein et al., 2006a, von Kriegstein et al., 2008). In contrast, their voice-identity
recognition for visually unfamiliar speakers, e.g. speakers known by voice alone, is
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unimpaired (von Kriegstein et al., 2008, Liu et al., 2015). This provides additional
compelling evidence for the integral role of visual face mechanisms in voice-identity
recognition (see Maguinness and von Kriegstein, 2017 for recent review).

5. Re-examining current models of voice-identity processing
5.1. Is voice-identity processing for voices of different familiarity the same sequential
process?
Traditional models of voice-identity processing (see Figure 2) have been
influential in providing a framework for our understanding of how voice-identity
processing is achieved. However, several findings reported in this review conflict with an
assumption that is at the core of these models, i.e. that voice-identity processing proceeds
in a sequential manner from perceptual stages to identity recognition stages. For example,
findings from the clinical studies (reviewed in Section 3), indicate that individuals with
brain lesions who are impaired on discrimination of unfamiliar voices, a process which
likely relies heavily on perceptual voice analysis, can nevertheless recognise a familiar
voice and vice versa (Van Lancker and Kreiman, 1987, Van Lancker et al., 1988, Van
Lancker et al., 1989). This points to the idea that familiar and unfamiliar voice-identity
processing may at least partially dissociate in the human brain. More evidence against a
strict sequential processing was reported in Section 2.2.3. Here we highlighted that
responses in pSTG/S (measured via MEG) occur at a similar time point (~200ms) to
behaviourally relevant responses in the aSTG/S, during a voice-identity recognition task
(Schall et al., 2015). Schall and colleagues observed these parallel responses in STG/S
regions for voices with which participants were recently familiarised. If voice-identity
processing proceeded in a strictly sequential manner one might expect early responses in
the pSTG/S, a region implicated in the perceptual processing of the voice (see Section
2.2.2.), followed by later responses in the aSTG/S.

5.2. An integrative model of voice-identity processing
How might one explain that recognition of familiar voices does not always rely on
the more basic perceptual processes involved in discrimination of unfamiliar voices?5 The
Note that previous models of face- and voice-identity processing have been often geared towards
explaining familiar face or voice identification. They do not explicitly integrate differences between
unfamiliar and familiar voice and face processing (Bruce & Young, 1986, Haxby et al., 2000, Burton
et al., 1990; Ellis et al., 1997, Kreiman & Sidtis, 2011, Belin et al., 2004, Lavner et al. 2001).
However, many authors have highlighted the potential for differences in the processing of familiar
and unfamiliar identities. Most notably that unfamiliar faces and voices rely more heavily on a
detailed perceptual analysis which is tightly bound to the incoming stimulus, e.g. view-dependent
or feature-based analysis, compared to their familiar counterparts (Bruce & Young, 1986, Kreiman
& Sidtis, 2011).
5
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findings may be potentially understood if one extends the prototype model of voiceidentity processing (see Section 2.1.1.) and merges it with the existing traditional models
of voice-identity processing (see Section 2.1.2.). In the following section, we attempt to
bring together these models and thereby explain the potential partial dissociation
between voice-identity recognition of familiar voices and perceptual processing of
unfamiliar voices. Due to the intricate link between voice-identity and face-identity
processing and the potential equivocal computations involved, we extend this model to
include interactions between voice- and face-processing streams. For both modalities, we
include brain regions which may be potentially involved in the respective levels of identity
processing. Although the attribution of these specific brain regions is still tentative, we
point to them to inform experimentally testable hypotheses on how identity processing
might be achieved in the human brain.

5.2.1. Identity-feature analysis and prototype processing
A central aspect of voice-identity processing is the perceptual level of processing,
where identity-features are extracted and merged to create a coherent voice percept i.e.
identity-feature analysis (Figure 3A, left of figure). Features of the voice supporting speech
and vocal-emotion processing are also analysed at the perceptual level. Evidence reviewed
in Sections 3.2. and 3.3. supports the argument that these features may be processed in
partially distinct systems (see Roswandowitz et al. 2018a for further discussion).
Perceptual voice-identity processing is likely supported by the pSTG/S, the PT, and
anterolateral HG (Figure 3B, pink patches) of the core-voice system (see Sections 2.2.2.
and 3.4.). On the right of Figure 3A we show the parallel perceptual analysis of faceindividuating features. The OFA (Figure 3B, light-blue patch), a region implicated in the
early processing of facial structure cues (Duchaine and Yovel, 2015, Pitcher et al., 2011,
Haxby et al., 2000, Gauthier et al., 2000), is also sensitive to physical and identity cues
from the voice (Blank et al., 2015).
The extracted features may then be contrasted against a stored prototype(s) or
average voice (Lavner et al., 2001), i.e. comparison to prototype voice (Figure 3A, left of
figure). The acoustical deviations between the incoming merged voice percept and the
prototype voice are computed (Lavner et al., 2001). Based on findings by Latinus et al.
(2013), we suggest that this process may be supported by mid regions of the STG/S in the
core-voice system (Figure 3B, red patch). There is also substantial evidence that individual
faces may be contrasted against an internal prototype face (Figure 3A, right of figure)
(Leopold et al., 2005, Leopold et al., 2001, Newell et al., 1999, Rhodes and Jaquet, 2011),
possibly supported by processing in the FFA (Loffler et al., 2005) (Figure 3B, blue patch).
The mSTG/S and aSTG/S share connections with the FFA (Blank et al., 2011), potentially
these regions may exchange information at this level of processing. There is behavioural
and neuroimaging evidence to suggest such potential interactions (von Kriegstein et al.,
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Figure 3. A) Audio-visual integrative model
which describes the processes involved in
voice-identity
processing.
This
model
incorporates aspects of previous models
proposed by Bruce and Young (1986), Ellis et
al. (1997), Neuner and Schweinberger (2000),
Lavner et al. (2001), Belin et al. (2004), von
Kriegstein et al., 2005, Blank et al. (2014b), and
Roswandowitz et al., (2018a). The colour codes
in (A) for the different levels of identity
processing refer to the potential brain regions
associated with the respective process in (B).
The relevant brain region(s) for each level of
processing are listed in the coloured boxes.
Boxes in (A) with transitioning colours denote when more than one region has been implicated in
the literature for a level of processing, or also potential interactions between the respectively
coloured brain regions in(B). Dark grey arrows denote processing for familiar identities, light grey
for unfamiliar identities. The bidirectional horizontal arrows denote cross-modal interactions.
These cross-modal interactions may be stronger for familiar compared to unfamiliar identities. B)
Brain regions in the core-voice system which may support voice-identity processing (red
colours) and in the core-face system which may support face-identity processing (blue colours).
Voice-identity processing: Pink patches: The regions are centred on the peak MNI-coordinates
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reported in von Kriegstein et al. (2007) for VTL processing in pSTG/S (60, -34, 4). HG is visualised
based on the probabilistic anatomical map of the HG Te 1.2 according to the Juelich Histological
Atlas (Morosan et al., 2001, Eickhoff et al., 2005). Te 1.2 refers to the anterolateral part of HG as
defined by Morosan et al. (2001). Anterolateral HG was responsive to GPR-change induced speakeridentity changes in von Kriegstein et al. (2010). Red patch: The mSTG/S is centred on the peak
coordinates reported by Latinus et al., 2013 for prototype processing in Experiment 3 (63, -9, -6).
Bordeaux patch: The aSTG/S is centred on the peak coordinates reported by von Kriegstein et al.
(2003) for voice-identity recognition (54, 12, -15). Face-identity processing: The regions are centred
on the peak coordinates from studies localising the respective region. Light blue patch: OFA
(Gauthier et al., 2000 peak co-ordinates: 30, -77, -4). Blue patch: FFA (Kanwisher et al., 1997 peak
co-ordinates: 40, -56, -15). Dark blue patch: aTL-FA (Axelrod and Yovel, 2013 peak co-ordinates:
34, -10, -39). All co-ordinates are reported in x,y,z orientation in MNI space. HG = Heschl’s gyrus;
STG/S = superior temporal gyrus/sulcus; OFA = occipital face area; FFA = fusiform face area; TL-FA:
temporal lobe face area; a = anterior; m = mid; p = posterior.

2005, von Kriegstein et al., 2008, Blank et al., 2015, Bülthoff and Newell, 2017, Bülthoff
and Newell, 2015). How multidimensional face- and voice-spaces interact remains an open
question. However, given the behavioural findings (Bülthoff and Newell, 2017, Bülthoff
and Newell, 2015) and the observation that the FFA and STG/S voice-sensitive regions are
directly connected in the neurotypical brain (Blank et al., 2011), we assume that
multidimensional voice- and face-spaces may be modulated by cross-modal input. This
would potentially negate the need for a multimodal face-voice space.
Following comparison to the prototype, the deviating voice features are extracted,
i.e. deviant feature selection, and can be passed on for further analysis. These features may
be compared to internal ‘stored reference patterns’ which are unique to each voiceidentity (Lavner et al., 2001), i.e. reference pattern comparison. The distance between the
stored and incoming pattern is computed, i.e. d (Figure 3A, left of figure). If there is a
sufficient match, ‘d’ is lower than some perceptual threshold (Th), a sense of familiarity is
generated, i.e. voice-identity recognition (Figure 3A, left of figure). Note that damage at this
stage of processing would produce a deficit in voice-identity recognition, while leaving
perceptual analysis of the voice-identity intact (see Section 3.2.). We have previously
termed this ‘familiarity-associative phonagnosia’ (Roswandowitz et al. 2018a).
However, for unfamiliar voices there is not yet a matching stored reference
pattern. We suggest that this is the point where unfamiliar and familiar voice-identity
processing might start to dissociate. The familiar voice can be recognised (voice-identity
recognition, Figure 3A, left of figure). In contrast, for the unfamiliar voice a reference
pattern needs to be established, i.e. reference pattern establishment (Figure 3A, left of
figure). Depending on the amount of training and the distinctiveness of the voice, there
may only be a relatively incomplete reference pattern available for recently-familiarised
voices. This pattern may not be sufficient to robustly recognise the voice-identity. This
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reference pattern will be refined with continued exposure to the voice-identity, becoming
more robust through a continued process of reference pattern establishment.

5.2.2. Unfamiliar and recently-familiarised voices: Reference pattern establishment
Reference pattern establishment likely involves an iterative loop with the identityfeature analysis and comparison to the prototype voice. In the model, this is denoted by
the loop between these processing levels for unfamiliar voice-identity processing (left of
Figure 3A, light-grey arrows). We refer here to this as a perceptual voice-identity
processing loop. Note that the initiation of this loop will most often occur when the
incoming voice does not match with a stored reference pattern, i.e. ‘d’ > Th. However, the
loop may also begin at the outset of processing, i.e. without having to pass through the
level of reference pattern comparison (d). For example, this could occur when one knows
one is encountering an unfamiliar voice. Evidence from the lesion literature, examinations
in individuals with ASD, and the neurotypical population have revealed the pSTG/S as an
important region for the processing of unfamiliar voices or recently-familiarised voices
(Roswandowitz et al., 2018b, von Kriegstein et al., 2004, Schelinski et al., 2017). Increased
functional connectivity between the pSTG/S, a region implicated in perceptual voiceidentity processing, and the mSTG/S, a region implicated in prototype processing (Latinus
et al., 2013), has been observed during unfamiliar, compared to familiar voice-identity
recognition (von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004). This suggests that interactions between
these regions might be particularly relevant for processing unfamiliar voices. Unfamiliar
and recently familiarised voices may require multiple iterations through the ‘perceptual
voice-identity processing loop’ in order to generate a robust representation, i.e. reference
pattern of the new voice-identity. The number of loop iterations will likely be modulated
by the perceived averageness or distinctiveness of the voice-identity. For example, a voice
which is further from the prototype voice, i.e. distinctive, may require less iterations than
one which is more average. The availability of the face during learning may also modulate
this process (denoted by the horizontal arrows indicating interactions between the
posterior and mSTG/S voice regions and OFA and FFA). Recently-familiarised voices are
better recognised when they have been learned by face, compared to other control
learning conditions where the listener is exposed to the voice-identity for an equable
amount of time (von Kriegstein et al., 2008, Sheffert and Olson, 2004, Schall et al., 2015,
Schelinski et al., 2014). A more robust reference pattern may therefore emerge more
readily for face-learned speakers’ voices. In general, reference patterns are likely built up
through multiple iterations during learning. An incomplete reference pattern may initially
be laid down (e.g. with recently-familiarised voices). With continued exposure a unique
voice reference pattern will eventually be stored for the new voice-identity, joining other
stored reference patterns. In Figure 3A, this is denoted by the interacting arrows between
‘reference pattern establishment’ and ‘stored reference patterns’. The need for a reference
pattern establishment might explain the lesion study findings of impaired perceptual
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discrimination of unfamiliar voice-identities and intact familiar voice-identity recognition
i.e. apperceptive phonagnosia (see Sections 3.1. and 3.4.). One can explain this under the
model with two potentially complementary scenarios. First, apperceptive phonagnosia
might be caused by lesions affecting regions that are responsible for the reference pattern
establishment (see Figure 3A). Potentially, there may be dedicated sub-regions within the
pSTG/S and/or connectivity patterns with mSTG/S. These might be involved in the
computations necessary for discriminating and learning unfamiliar voices. Second,
potentially the initial levels of processing could be partly intact - enough for one runthrough for familiar voice-identity recognition, but not enough for the reiterative
mechanisms required for unfamiliar voices or recently-familiarised voices. These are two
scenarios, but it is an open testable hypothesis whether these preliminary levels of
processing are entirely essential for recognising voice-identities for which a
representation has already been established.
It is important to consider that interactions between the two systems, i.e.
perceptual voice-identity processing and voice-identity recognition, are likely to occur
throughout development of voice-identity representations. For example, similar
dissociations reported in the lesion literature of impaired unfamiliar voice-identity
discrimination, with intact familiar voice-identity recognition have been observed in
individuals with ASD (Schelinski et al., 2017). Importantly, these individuals also have a
deficit in learning new voice-identities i.e. laying down new voice reference patterns. In
addition, the parallel responses observed in pSTG/S and aSTG/S during a voice-identity
recognition task for recently-familiarised voices (Schall et al., 2015) may reflect important
interactions between the two systems when refining new voice-identity representations in
neurotypical processing. Therefore, it is likely that some interaction between these
processes is necessary to establish new, but perhaps not to maintain, voice
representations.

5.2.3. Recognising familiar voices
Recognition of familiar voices requires comparing the incoming voice to stored
reference patterns i.e. computing the distance (‘d’) between the stored and incoming
patterns (Figure 3A, left of figure). Currently it is unclear whether or where this
computation occurs in the neurotypical brain. It is possible that such a process may be
supported by the mid STG/S (red patch, Figure 3B) and possibly also the aSTG/S
(bordeaux patch, Figure 3B) (Bethmann and Brechmann, 2014, von Kriegstein and Giraud,
2004, Schall et al., 2015, Belin and Zatorre, 2003, von Kriegstein et al., 2003). It has been
proposed that individual voice identities may be represented in the aSTG/S (Formisano et
al., 2008, Schall et al., 2015). However, it is an open question what the nature of these
representations is, e.g. whether the aSTG/S communicates with more posterior regions,
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acting as a potential hub for stored reference patterns. Alternatively, it could represent the
output from this process, i.e. voice-identity recognition.
If a voice is familiar, the speaker is also often known by face (von Kriegstein et al.,
2005, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, Maguinness and von Kriegstein, 2017). Several
studies have demonstrated sensitivity in the FFA to face-identity (right of figure 3A)
(Loffler et al., 2005, Grill-Spector et al., 2004, Kanwisher and Yovel, 2006, Axelrod and
Yovel, 2015, Vida et al., 2016, Nestor et al., 2011). Unique blood oxygenation level
dependent response patterns have been observed in the FFA in response to different facial
identities (Nestor et al., 2011, Natu et al., 2010). It is therefore possible that the FFA may
be engaged in contrasting the incoming face input with stored reference patterns which
are unique for each face-identity. Potentially the output of this process may engage the
aTL-FA. The mSTG/S and aSTG/S also shares direct structural connections with the FFA
(Blank et al., 2011). These cross-modal interactions support the recognition of familiar
voices and recently-familiarised voices that have been learned together with faces (von
Kriegstein et al., 2008, see von Kriegstein, 2012 for review). The aTL-FA (dark blue patch,
Figure 3B) is also sensitive to identity information in voices (Blank et al., 2015). The aTLFA, might have similar roles for face-identity representations as the aSTG/S has for voiceidentity representations (for reviews see Duchaine and Yovel, 2015, Collins and Olson,
2014). Note, that it is also possible to discriminate responses in the aTL to unique face
identities (Kriegeskorte et al., 2007). Sensitivity of the aTL-FA to voice input suggests that
interactions between voice-identity and face-identity processing regions may occur at
multiple levels (Blank et al., 2015).
After the voice has been recognised as familiar the ‘meaning' of the voice can be
accessed, i.e. semantic processing, through interactions with an extended system. The
extended system can also be accessed via the visual modality (Haxby et al., 2000, Haxby et
al., 2002). Disruption of the propagation of signals between the core-voice and the
extended system could result in an inability to link semantic information to the voiceidentity (Roswandowitz et al., 2014, 2017, see Section 3.4). Damage to the extended
system, rather than altered connectivity between the systems, would likely result in a
multi-modal (i.e. not voice-selective) person-identity recognition disorder.

6. Concluding remarks and future considerations
Converging evidence from fMRI and MEG in neurotypicals, cases of developmental and
acquired phonagnosia, and ASD demonstrate the important role that regions of the
temporal lobe play in voice-identity processing (von Kriegstein et al., 2003, Roswandowitz
et al., 2018b, Belin and Zatorre, 2003, Schelinski et al., 2016, Roswandowitz et al., 2017,
Andics et al., 2010, Assal et al., 1981, Van Lancker et al., 1988, Van Lancker et al., 1989, von
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Kriegstein and Giraud, 2004, Schall et al., 2015). Although it is not yet fully understood
how and at what time point these regions interact to support voice-identity processing,
the reviewed findings suggest that interactions between and responses in these regions
may vary as a function of the familiarity of the voice.
The reviewed findings from both behavioural and neuroimaging methods highlight
that prototype processing may play a fundamental role in the computational processes
involved in the representation of unique voice-identities in the brain. This raises an
interesting question; might some individuals who are impaired in voice-identity
recognition show altered or impaired prototype voice processing? Although no study has
to date explicitly addressed this question one can look to research which has examined
face-space, the visual homologue to auditory voice-space (Valentine, 1991), in
developmental prosopagnosics. Perhaps surprisingly, these studies demonstrate that
developmental prosopagnosics often perceive faces in a manner which is consistent with
prototype identity processing (Nishimura et al., 2010, Susilo et al., 2010, but see Palermo
et al., 2011). This suggests that the recognition deficit in developmental prosopagnosia
may be linked to atypicalities at later stages of processing (Susilo and Duchaine, 2013,
Nishimura et al., 2010), potentially where the outputted deviant features in face-space are
to be linked to stored reference patterns. Future studies may examine this in
developmental phonagnosics, particularly in relation to potential differences in prototype
processing in apperceptive or associative variants of the disorder (Roswandowitz et al.,
2014, 2017). To date, voice-space in neurotypicals has been largely investigated via
controlled manipulations, or examination, of voice stimuli which altered a sample of the
voice features which listeners can use to support recognition (Latinus et al., 2013).
Further studies may continue to address how voice-space is defined in neurotypicals, e.g.
whether it is flexibly updated with exposure to new voice-identities (i.e. prototype may
shift in line with exposure) and may explore the potential that this space may interact
directly with identity information from other sensory modalities, i.e. the face (Bülthoff and
Newell, 2015, Bülthoff and Newell, 2017). The potential for such cross-modal interactions
is possible, given the sensitivity of face-processing regions to voice input (von Kriegstein
et al., 2008, von Kriegstein and Giraud, 2006, von Kriegstein et al., 2006a, Schall et al.,
2013, Blank et al., 2015).
The reviewed findings suggested that familiar and unfamiliar voices may be
represented differently in the brain. Our audio-visual integrative model can explain these
findings and generates testable predictions on how the human brain accomplishes the feat
of learning and recognising the identity of others.
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